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INTRODUCTION
MANUFACTURER
“Cat Ion” is a factory built PDQ Antares 44i,
delivered in March 2007 and constructed in Whitby,
Ontario, Canada. The PDQ business collapsed in
2008, the GRP mouldings were sold to new Owners
Jeff Woodman and Rob Poirier. They went looking
for a boat building center with a combination of long
traditions of yacht quality finish and the advanced
technical knowledge needed to build modern,
cored, lightweight composite structures.

In 2010 their search led them to Buenos Aires,
Argentina, and the Antares 44i sailing legacy
continues. See www.liveantares.com

DIESEL ELECTRIC DESIGN
Ian Underdown was the first owner of Cat Ion, and designer of the Hybrid system, an Electrical
Engineer who spent his professional life leading a R&D team pioneering new technology. “Cat Ion” is
truly unique as it was designed to be Diesel-Electric-hybrid from the start. In applying and developing
new technology, there were unsurprising learning curves, modification, upgrades and delays, not least
through bereavement.
The PDQ Antares 44i Catamaran lends itself to becoming an electric boat. In a traditional diesel
powered Antares the motors are located amidships, with direct shaft drive, good for balance, and
propulsion, but a little noisy and inconvenient for service. In Cat Ion the weight of the motors is
replaced by batteries, the electric motors weigh very little, and both require negligible maintenance.
At the launch in 2007, Lithium based batteries, battery management systems, and marinised electric
motors were emerging technology, these had to be designed, sourced and custom built. In 2009 with
the installation of the Fischer Panda generator and “Whisper Prop” electric motors, and in 2014 with
the latest generation of Lithionics lithium iron phosphate batteries, the Hybrid Catamaran was fully
outfitted with the latest commercially available technology.
The system is designed as a 48VDC system to maintain safe working conditions and optimum cable
sizing. The DC generator directly charges the 48V Lithium batteries. The Lithium batteries drive the
motors and directly charge the 12VDC house batteries used to power electronics, lighting fridge,
freezer etc. The Lithium batteries supply the 120VAC inverter that powers water makers, washing
machine, microwaves etc. The whole system is automated by a battery management system that
triggers the start/stop generator charging

HYBRID ANTARES 44I ADVANTAGES


Quiet operation. The motors are near silent, there is no vibration. Even the diesel generator is
barely audible in the main cabin.



Regenerate power while sailing. Once the batteries are charged the amount of power
regenerated can be made equal to the loads such as radar, lights, etc. then there is no risk of
draining batteries while sailing.



Environmental impact is minimized. As long as the boat is sailed each day it is realistic to
motor out using batteries alone then charge the batteries using power regenerated from sailing
and then motor to an anchorage without having used any diesel.



Motors are always available. A MOB situation is handled more safely in the Hybrid Antares; the
motors are immediately available to pick up the victim.



Absolutely no maintenance required on the electric motors. No oil or fuel filters to change.



No heat and smell. The generator is located in a separate compartment away from the living
areas. The generator location makes it easy to work on, oil changes every 250 hours can easily
be carried out with the built in oil pump.



Highly efficient generator. “Cat Ion” uses a DC generator which is far more weight and fuel
efficient than AC counterparts. Because it is driving batteries it can always be driven at peak
efficiency. Cat Ion uses 1.1 gallon (5.5 litres) per hour. The generator is always driven at optimum
load, even when charging batteries at anchor. The generator output maintains all ships electrical
systems while motor cruising on electric motors at 6 knots, while keeping the batteries in balance.



Abundance of power. The 20 KWh batteries provide enormous capacity at anchor and in
combination with the inverter allows the use of all modern day electrical appliances. At anchor,
“Cat Ion” typically requires the generator to run for 1½ hours every 3-4 days. The batteries can
provide 1½ hours of motoring on battery only at a cruising speed of 5 knots.



Electric motors are incredibly reliable and simple. There are very few moving parts. All
control systems are electronic, there are no mechanical gear or throttle linkages to seize or
become misaligned



The Hybrid Antares has a 5KW x 120VAC inverter which can run all of the appliances aboard
including the washing machine, A/C’s and water maker. The battery chargers operate from 85–
265 VAC 50/60Hz, so when located in a country that does not use 110V/60Hz only the battery
chargers are connected to the incoming supply and all appliances are run from the inverter.



Simple to Operate. The helm control system makes operation of the Hybrid Antares simple. It
controls regeneration, motors and generator. It monitors and displays critical data from the
batteries and motors. A key operated system locks out the motor controllers making the theft of a
Hybrid Antares unlikely



Automatic charging. The battery monitor takes data from the BMS. It automatically starts up and
shuts down the generator when the batteries require. It monitors and displays critical data from
the batteries.



It is safe. Modern Lithium batteries are safe, economic and effective. The main system voltage is
48V which is not considered hazardous. The batteries and motors are sealed and will operate in a
wet environment indefinitely and the motors even submerged for a period of time.

Fischer Panda 13 KW x 48 VDC Generator,
forward starboard locker
The traditional diesel Antares has a 7.5 KW AC
generator located in the starboard forward hatch,
Sound proofed and remote from the living areas, it
proved to be the ideal location for the replacement
13 KW 48V DC Generator,
A DC generator provides increased capacity for very
little increase in weight.
48VDC bulk battery charging rate is around 240A

48v Battery Banks under sole plates
Battery banks comprising 4# x 12V Lithium-Iron Phosphate (LiFePO4) batteries are in each hull. Each
bank is 205A at 48V yielding @ 10KW per bank.
Each battery has 4# external cell monitors
enclosed in a marinised case, each
automatically reporting individual cell condition
to the system BMS. If a cell falls below set
parameters such as for low voltage, high
voltage or over temperature, the BMS will
automatically set off an audible alarm,
automate a controlled shut down of generator
charging (if applicable), and isolate to protect
battery condition (if applicable).
The external cell monitor LED’s will give visual indication which cell is out of condition. Voltage
logging or individual cell charging can further be achieved through the external Bulgin connectors.
Each bank weighs 104 Kg., the same lead acid batteries would weigh @ 230 Kg. Lithium batteries
can be routinely discharged down to 80% compared to 50% in lead acid, providing an available
increased power density.
Lithium batteries are nearly 100% charge efficient, and can take a high charge current, unlike AGM
batteries where a full charge can take 2-3 times longer.

Solar Photovoltaic Panels
4 x 50W BP solar panels are mounted on the Bimini
connected through a 12V-48V Zahn electronics charger to
directly charge the Li-Ion batteries
Depending on conditions typically a 100W charge is provided

Battery Management System (BMS) & State of Charger (SOC), central forward locker

The condition of the 48V lithium batteries is
automatically tracked by a Lithionics Battery
Management System (BMS) and State of Charge
(SOC) and the battery details displayed to the user.
The SOC controls the start and stop of the
generator to fully automate re-charging.
Two 12V spiral AGM 55AH house batteries are
continually charged by the 48V to 12V Analytics
BCD 1015 battery charger (black box left of picture)

Battery monitor & generator auto start/stop

120VAC 60 Hz Inverter

The 48V batteries power a Latronics 5 KW 120VAC inverter.
The abundance of battery power available at anchor allows
microwaves, air conditioners, washing machines and water
makers all to be run off the batteries.

Fischer Panda - 10KW Electric motor - shaft
driven, liquid cooled

The two Fischer Panda “Whisper Prop” motors are
each 10KW, shaft driven, liquid cooled and direct
drive. They operate extremely quietly and smoothly,
with negligible maintenance.
They propel the boat along at 6 knots when using the
generator to maintain balanced battery charging, or
at about 8 knots at full power (using the batteries and
generator).

“Max Prop” Feathering Props

Using “Max Prop” feathering props, the electric motors can
typically regenerate 1.0 KW at 10 knots, or about 0.5 KW at 8
knots, 0.2 KW at 6 knots which is enough to power all the
electronics at 6 knots.

Helm Station
At the helm, the ignition switch turns on the motors.
Two Fischer Panda motor controller display
includes engine RPM, power consumed, and
regeneration
Traditional
controls

dual

forward/reverse

and

throttle

A generator control panel indicates running status
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